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Mindmap

▪ What does medicalization of death look like

▪ How did we get here

▪ Suffering

▪ Group session

▪ My approach

▪ My opinion about Anamcara opportunity

▪ Assignment



“Medicalization of Dying”

( … “ whose death is this ? “ … )





Obituary of Russell L. Thomas M.D. 
Akron Beacon Journal
Monday, September 24, 2012





Dying in America…



Sir William Osler (1849-1919)

“To cure sometimes…

to relieve often…

to comfort always”



The Cure - Care Model: 
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EOL trajectories

Frailty and dementia (prolonged dwindling) Joanne Lynn, “Living Long 
in Fragile Health: The New Demographics Shape End of Life Care” 
Improving End of Life Care: Why Has It Been So Difficult? Hastings Center 
Special Report 35, no. 6 (2005): S14-S18.

Well

Unwell

Time

Cancer: Short period of decline
Organ failure (Heart, lung, kidney): 

Slow decline with intermittent acute episodes



National Data on the Experience of Dying in 5 Tertiary 

Care Teaching Hospitals

The SUPPORT Study:

▪ Controlled trial to improve care of seriously ill 
patients

▪ Multi-center study funded by RWJ
▪ 9000 patients with life threatening illness, 50% died 

within 6 months of entry

JAMA 1995;274:1591-98



SUPPORT: Phase I Results

▪ 46% of DNR orders were written within 2 days of death.

▪ Of patients preferring DNR, <50% of their MDs were 
aware of their wishes.

▪ 38% of those who died spent >10 days in ICU.

▪ Half of patients had moderate-severe pain >50% of last 
3 days of life.



SUPPORT

• When patients had a clear preference for DNR, 
their physicians did not know it.

• In many cases when the physician knew their 
patients preference, it was not followed.

• 50% of patients had moderate to severe pain at 
least half the time within their last few days in 
the hospital.

• Most patients wanted to die at home:  all died in 
the hospital.

Christina Puchalski MD



Dying in the Hospital:  

What do we know about it?

▪ Physical suffering

▪ Poor communication about the goals of medical 
care

▪ Care discordant with patient and family 
preferences

▪ Financial, physical, and emotional burdens on 
family caregivers

▪ Fiscal impact on hospitals



Family Satisfaction with Hospitals as the Last Place of 
Care
2000 Mortality follow-back survey, n=1578 decedents

Not enough contact with MD: 78%

Not enough emotional support (patient):        51%

Not enough emotional support (family): 38%

Not enough help with pain/SOB: 19%

Not enough information about what to expect with 
the the dying process: 
50%

Teno et al. JAMA 2004;291:88-93.



PREHISTORIC DEATH
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Lascaux Caves: Humanity’s First 
Hospices

14,500 BCE



“Historical Perspectives on the 
Institutionalized   
Care of the Dying”

▪ Hospitals as Institutions of Soul care

▪ Hospitals as Institutions of Recovery and Cure

▪ Hospitals as Institutions of Technology and 
Dying

▪ ….Institutions of cure OR care…?????





( read paqge 5 APA 
newsletter



Dr. Jack McCue…

▪ Not about historical wisdom

▪ Technology > controlling the timing and pace 
of death

▪ Location : “ we don’t tolerate the sight and 
smell of death”

▪ “ heroic positivism”

▪ Physician fear of death



Dr. Craig Bowron….

▪ Overestimation of modern medicine’s power

▪ Changing demographics : rural vrs urban

▪ Rising affluence >>> isolating senescence

▪ Impact of physical and emotional distance

▪ “ Suffering is like a fire : those who sit closest 
feel the most heat; a picture of fire gives NO 
heat”



TOTAL PAIN MODEL
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CAREGIVER PAIN

TOTAL PAIN

WHOSE PAIN IS IT ANYWAY?

PHYSICAL

SOCIAL

EMOTIONAL

SPIRITUAL



Wisdom from our Ancestors

#5 A “GOOD DEATH” IS THE ABILITY TO 
MAINTAIN CLEAR CONSCIOUSNESS 
DURING THE LIFE-TO-LIFE TRANSITION

Tibetan Book of the Dead



Ars Moriendi

Creating a 

Sacred Space 

www.sacredartofliving.org                                                                © 2008 

Sacred Art of Living Center & Institute

…where someone can suffer the suffering that they have always 
needed to experience. 

Carl Jung quoting the Ars Moriendi



“The Nature of Suffering”

“ same disease, different patient…

…different illness, pain, and suffering “

Eric Cassell M.D.



PALLIATIVE CARE: 
JUST ANOTHER SPECIALTY?

• Western Medicine has no model to help     

someone live through their suffering 

• Most suffering is not fixable… healing is finding a 
way through the suffering

• If the dying person even begins to attend to 
soul, the soul responds a thousand-fold

Michael Kearney, MD
Medical Director

Anamcara Project

www.sacredartofliving.org                                                                  Copyright © 2013   Sacred Art of Living 

http://jama.ama-assn.org/
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Futility

Euthanasia

Physician-assisted suicide

Advance Directives

Surrogacy

Family conflict

Relief of suffering

Refusal of treatment

Inadequate caregiver

Artificial nutrition and hydration

Endless readmissions

???

?



Terminal Agitation









Dyad Session :

▪ Take a few minutes, then journal about what 
comes to mind when you think of your 
experience with a “medicalized death” …

▪ Connect with your partner and share what 
comes up for each of you… this can be what 
you journaling brought forth, your thoughts 
on the topic, the film “ Wit”, 
suffering…whatever comes up

▪ reconvene





Dr. Jack McCue…revisited

▪ Make “dying” a diagnosis

▪ Care for the CG’s and the doctors

▪ “ the physician steward”…



▪ Increased presence of palliative care brings 
increased “white coat “ presence

▪ $$$$$$$$$$$

▪ Shift in focus to outpatient care…’ value ‘ of 
non-clinical setting
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STUDENT

APPRENTICE

ELDER



▪ Create / protect / strengthen my sense of 
presence…

▪ Draw upon the what I have learned from 
my mentors…SALC / Rachel Remen / 
Christina Puchalski / Richard Rohr…

▪ “ Exquisite Empathy “…

▪ Accept the struggle with suffering…

▪ Expect to be “ the hollow bone “…

▪ SACRED SPACE





Remember…YOU are the 
medicine

▪ Your task this month is very simple. Be 
mindful daily of how the “ medicalization 
of dying “ shows up in the world, in the 
news, in your work, and just in your life. 
Be mindful also of suffering, especially its 
relationship to dying. 

▪ In addition, in what specific way(s) can 
you bring your Anamcara presence and 
skills to the table at this time of great 
change and opportunity as we choose 
how to care for the dying in this country. 



Remember…YOU are the 
medicine

▪ Capture those thoughts, feelings and 
insights however you want…daily 
journal entries, a “blog”, poetry, prose, 
song, or an essay rant at the end of the 
month. 

▪ AND…post something each week ( or 
more) on the FORUM
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